Let’s make sculpture self-portraits!
Sculptors often use real models when they are designing their sculptures. They re-create the details of the model’s appearance to make the sculpture look like the real person. If you were going to make a sculpture of yourself, what details would you use? What would tell the viewer that the sculpture was you? Would you include the color of your eyes, your favorite toy, or your pet?

Materials
Pencil
Paper
Play-Doh, clay, or other sculpting material
Fork and butter knife

1. Make a list of the things that make you YOU. Think about your appearance, the things you wear, and the things you like to do.

2. Begin making a figure out of your sculpting material. Don’t worry! It doesn’t have to be perfect!

3. Add the bigger things from your list to your sculpture first.

4. Now add the smaller things from your list to your sculpture.

5. Use the fork and butter knife to add texture or carve details.

6. You made a sculpture self-portrait!